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**Confusion Reigns As Students Riot**

**Renewals At Commencement To Set Social Precident Of 949**

**TWO**

**Tel. 612380**

**Read Their AD**

**Proposed addition to the university's architectural scene is shown in a drawing above. It will be formally known as a pedestrian or community center, "the Student Center," but, yes, or that phase "the Student Center." The institution will have at least 300 cells, enough to hold all parking-ticket violators.**

---

**Why Serve Soup When You Have Flies In Abundance?**

By The Satyr

Prof. Horace B. Shanks of the Antology department has announced that he is going to hold another of his famed "Flies in Antology" campaign next October 1. Prof. Shanks assures that the campus will be so swarmed by house flies that not only will all of the milk be destroyed, but also that the campus will have to be closed due to the impossibility of maintaining any kind of order.

A Breeding Chance

"When the flies are in abundance, the grass is always greener on the other side," says Prof. Shanks. "This is a perfect breeding ground for the development of a new species of fly that will be able to survive the cold winter months."

---

**Barrel Bottom**

By BOCK

Forgive me readers. Bock had other choices but to let you down on his recent attempt to aid the cause of alcoholism. After writing what he thought was a fair and unbiased account of the recent campaign to establish drinking stations on the campus for the benefit of the students, Bock feared for his well-being and decided to hand over his efforts to someone else.

---

**Doomed**

The Anti-Water League, a branch of the Woman's General Tippling Union, is sponsoring an anti-state ballot issue in this election which will require a two-thirds majority for its passage.

---

**Dirty Old Weed Incites Doctor**

Dr. Amos H. Phylum, eminent weed expert, recently reported a alarming increase in the number of patients seeking treatment for syndromes related to the use of dirty old weeds. The doctor has called for a moratorium on the use of these harmful substances.

---

**Do Not Let This Stir You Up**

Enjoy YOurselves While Studying

Lee Zimmerman, university librarian, announced yesterday that he is going to make looking more interesting in the second floor alcove. From now on there will be music playing in the area between 9 a.m. and 1 p.m. each day.

---

**Gory Story**

By a Patriot

Rat-racing breaks out over the campus yesterday and continues to spread as more students join the fray. The students encountered many difficulties during the race, such as getting the rats to cross the finish line.

---

**Monarchs Seek Control Over Fearless Fodick**

Orchestra Leader

Will Be Crowned On His Head

Sam Canyon and his eighteen hundred piece impressive orchestra have been hired to play at the Hand-Holders club dance, announced Seattle Palms, opera president.

"Canyon's style is terrific" said Palms. "I doubt if a single couple will be able to dance all evening. He has no faults. A lot of people have dislocated their shoulders trying to dance to his music. He's great!"

Goody, Goody

Enthused, Palms did a great job of selling the dance to the students who came to hear the Hand-Holders' club crown Canyon as an honorary king of the club if they came in as a dance group, watched the Wild Irish Rose to the strains of a luky symphony.

Tickets will be available at General Public and his staff. Refreshments will consist of cheese on crisp and baked shoids.

---

**Unusual News**

President Mesa Buckingham announced today that there will be no more degrees awarded at the spring commencement.

---

**Booths**

**Feudal Edition**

**Resident**

A new degree of Feuerer-at-Large will be conferred on the first time in the history of the University of Idaho, and the Bachelor of Arts degree will be awarded to all the state's foremost authorities on favor hunting.

---

**Barons**

Tom, Professor Tom, whose search into the annals of uncles to show forth the full extent of the knowledge of all those pamphlets that has conducted exhaustive tests in Idaho's Jungle, has announced that he will teach his course at the University of Idaho next year.

---

**Who's Who**

President of the Idaho chapter of the National Review, Mr. Donald Q. Bock will be ceremoniously presented with the degree of Master Wheelbarrower.- Mr. Bock can roll a wheelbarrow as well as the best of them.

---

**Infirmary**

A NEW Degree Bestowed on Prof. William M. Himmel, president of the Idaho branch of the National Review, the degree of Master Wheelbarrower was conferred on him by the university's highest authorities.

---

**In Memoriam**

This year marks the hundredth anniversary of the establishment of the University of Idaho. It is a time to reflect on the history and contributions of this institution to the state and nation.

---

**The University of Idaho**

A century ago, a small group of visionaries came together to create a place of learning and enlightenment. These founders had the foresight to anticipate the needs of society and to prepare a new generation for the challenges that lay ahead.

---

**The Future**

As we look toward the future, we must remember the importance of higher education and the role it plays in shaping the world. The University of Idaho stands as a symbol of progress and continued growth, a beacon of light in the pursuit of knowledge.
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The Neotranscendentalists

If we were asked to define neotranscendentalism we would change the subject. In upstate New York last week a female cocker spain gave birth to four pups—all normal.

If you were a horse you would probably feel differently about oats. On the other hand, if you were a sack of oats you would probably feel differently about horses.

Dixie Howell will celebrate his 122nd birthday the day he is 62 years old.

If you wanted to know how many cows there are in the U. of I. dairy herd you could count the faucets and divide by four. You would be better off if you counted the legs and divided by four. There might be some balls in the crowd.

All C's leads us, undoubtedly, to a conclusion. Just now we've forgotten what it is.

—R. H. positive

Card's Examination Scheme Promises Better Grades

Dean T. S. Card of the college of Sweaters and Science announced that a new revolutionized examination system for that division of the university will be in the habit of worrying all semester about finals, and in order to cure all, all exams registered in Sweaters and Science will be given a copy of the final when they register, so that they will have plenty of time to look up the answers before the finals, 16 weeks later.

Good News

When told of the new plan, the Bimbo Thirs were overjoyed. They said now they can study their old text files and have enough time to keep their house warm next winter.

Dances Discussed In Statement Of Dean

The Dean of Men, in a hundred-page statement, released the decisions recently reached by the Calendinar Committee as to the number of dances allowed to be held of each living group during the year.

The Dean stated that informal firesides held in the university phone booth are to be limited to six per semester. Chairs are necessary, he stated, at these functions.

Tipping during lectures, the Dean stated, is to be encouraged. Professors, who forbid porter flats, will probably lose their pensions and be forced as parking attendants behind the Ad building.

A Thinking Subject

Another portion of the statement discussed the practice, reported in a series of articles in the Believer, of burning dead skunks in voodoo rituals. These rituals are designed to cast a bad luck on coeds who wear Appalachian shoes at exchanges. "The Administration," said the Dean, "frowns upon the practice, but the burning of skunks only creates an ill wind around the campus."

Conclusion of the statement determined that next year each living group will be allowed twelve house parties, nine grape sessions, and fifteen lemonades.

The Winner

Champion lemonade drinker of the Lumber Jacks last week was Elmer Gork, pictured above with the jug that did the trick. Gork consumed the sapucker's more than one hundred lemons and when asked for a statement, dutifully remarked "ad.".

On Deck, Swabbies

"Naval ROTC students at Maboh will no longer be landlocked sailors," said Captain Steeple of the naval unit today.

Steeple told an amiable audience of 200 persons assembled in the third-floor room, that through money made from the sale of John Hancock's slightly used battleship, has been purchased and will be put into service on Robinson Lake as soon as possible.

Skipper

Named to captain the sturdy craft was Captain McDec, Second class. He was a Second class Man anybody's bat, John Raymond Shonkamp, who was discharged from the Idaho unit in 1927 for putting cracker crumbs, in the Dean of Women's bed.

The Gazette

DEAR BOCK

Dear Bock: I gotta get 0 off my chest. Will you help me? Someone simply must understand I feel.

Marie was first. She shouldn't have married my left widow peak. She lies in the garden, under the dubline.

Emily had a nasty habit of wielding my mustache. She, with Alice, who kept curing my height-builders, are in the refrigerator on ice. Katy was fourth— the woman was a meditation when she kept picking her nose, picked it for her, all right, with a flat edged shovel.

Now, my conscience bothers me. I must confess all. 'My hot was wrong. I'm sure of that now. My name was Brofvin. I asked this twosome with her. You know what she did?"

"Hi ferf" put joy, Oscar, broke out of his pen the day before yesterday and chewed up Sir's wife's pretty bed.

Throwing residents of the Robinson Lake area into fits of mirth these days is this escaped curricula from a circus. Women and children in the vicinity have been looked indoors and only armed men may go on the premises."

Dr. Elwood F. Trimble has been hired by the P. E. dept. to instruct courses in Rope Skipping (P. E. 105) and House Building with Playing Cards (P. E. 196.)
Social Life To Get Lift From Livestock

Fish Season Opens

Bean Carter has approved women's open hunt for the remainder of the year to accommodate the 250 new men shipped in from Upper Burma to man the female shortage on camps. Alfalfa Sue and Hella Smeltz, Fellows helped joint initiation services in Paradise Creek.

Feathered Gangs

Bassler family was elected head of the group. They are the only group eligible for the position—he does not.

Fur Eurasian Dies

Four Eurasian Dies were born today after being caught in the snow by Dr. Rism. The family was later transported to the Eurasian Institute, where they were studied.

Tappan Elsby

Regular Bill of Uplift, Idaho, was honored at the town. Bassler family was present. The group was later transported to the Eurasian Institute, where they were studied.

Fellows Pict

The Cushions are being installed in all davos for the coming of the dance. Paton and Paterson will be Mr. Cuil Peabody and Miss Tessa Leckie. Back Hindstrum is, in charge of tortoise chambers.

Hella Roman

Plans are underway for the annual semi-naked dance. Bassler family is in charge of arrangements.

Fie Bassler Pict

"Cherry Lane" is the theme of the Ph Hami's and dance to be held at the Ritz. National Theatre is in charge of arrangements.

Mr. and Mrs. Herm Smetzer were mid-night luncheon guests.

Tragedy Occurs In Sorority Fracas

Hold for first degree coed slasher are Myrt and Millie Rubb, each other. He was charged by the police for the murder of the two girls.

Miss Tibbi O'Toole visited Main Street yesterday, purchasing toothpast, bleach powder, cheese, fish and stuffed animals.

Some 35 statues are served today with natural gas.

BEAT THAT QUIZ!

Ponies for Rent

Call

Dean's Office

University of Idaho

Unbalanced?

We FIT and FILL

Come in for your desired size.

Sizes 24-62 Available

Flopper Stopper Co.

Music Under the Stars

Come and Listen to the Soothing Music of "Arboetum Rhythmettes"

FRIDAY, JUNE 1, 1949 — 10 P.M. TILL SUNRISE

Single Sleeping Bags $10 extras
Conference Considering New Sport

Idaho Athletic Dept. Gets $6,000,000 Bullfight Fund

As a direct result of recent congressional actions approving bullfighting in the U.S., the University of California at Los Angeles has held the first collegiate bullfight in our nation's history. This experimental affair held yesterday is less an enthusiastic crowd of 100,000 fans. A special meeting of Pacific Coast Conference representatives is being held in Portland this week. According to school officials there is no reason to expect opposition to a suggestion made by PAC officials that bullfighting become a major competitive sport in the PCC.

The state of California has appropriated two million dollars for initiation of the sport. Upon hearing this, Idaho's governor chucked his panties and announced that this state was supplying the University of Idaho with one million dollars for the same purpose. "This is just a starter," Robin laughed. Because he speaks Spanish even better than English, Peru Green was appointed chief scout for the Vandal bullfighters and left this morning for Mexico City where he is to be restored and attempt to hire a first-rate cast. Listing the status of the other bullfighting states, Chief Pearson has declared that every state should be represented.

Drop Decides Bullfights O.K.

Drop Pearson, well known analyst, has declared that he considers the most difficult "bullfight legality" legislation as being "delightful" and says it is the most important accomplishment yet to come from our present administration. "I pledge that Pearson's statement shows the column will be a success," said the president. This is a "pasty-washed.""

Voodoo . . . . . . Portraits

Mestad and retiring in the Montana "Mammoth" Creep, Idaho's national champion Numerous papier-pepper woman, now owns a bull. However, he says that his"tornado" (symbol of barbarism) the nation anxiously awaits Mr. Pearson's return. It is expected that tomorrow's column will nominate to the presidency a "pasty-washed."

I'm Out

By GRENLEUND RICE

From Green, Intramural Sports Director, has announced that all persons participating in intramuscular sports will hereafter be housed in a common housing facility. Many places are under consideration, including the Dairy Science and Home Eared. Some classes have expressed interest in bull fighting.

Sculpture Suggested

Rules haven't been drawn up yet but roughly the competition will consist of a series of matboard形和 their assistants along with the alternate mates traveling to each of the schools in turn, and the matboards will be scored and interpreted by the universities' "buck" schools. Each band will be in the charge of a livestock major who will be awarded major sport letters if his bull collects enough points during varsity competition. One point will be tallied for every scratch on an opposing matboard.

COMES THE REVOLUTION

In order to insure that a college education will always be worthwhile, the A.S.U.I. executive board has just voted in favor of a $5,000 a month ammunition tax on graduating seniors. Officials are investigating.

Idaho's Fieldhouse To Be Sacrificed For New Bullring

The ham of bulldozers and dump trucks will be heard on the campus beginning next week as contractors begin to raise the finishing bullfighting by the gymnasium. Spaces are to be made room for a bullfight arena. Contractors said if they receive a break in weather the ring will be completed in time for fall practice.

Well-equipped

Chief contractor, Conda Build-er, estimated the project would cost approximately $2,500,000. The university architecture depart-ment decided tentative figures on general characteristics of the arena yesterday afternoon at a bull meeting. If the bulldozing of the building will bedloads equipped with all modern luxuries of bull life. Automatic fertilizer forks are to be installed at regular intervals at the areas to prevent puepoles during intermissions.

Unconfirmed estimates place seating capacity at 45,000. Ele-phans will be placed at every gate to the bull ring. Other sections to the rest. The structure will be as high as a fourteen story building.